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ITINERÀNNIA, NETWORK OF TRAILS
“Itinerànnia” is a network of trails, with over 2500
kilometres between the neighbouring regions of
“Ripollès”, “Garrotxa” and “Alt Empordà”.
A network of hiking trails is like a road map, but with
footpaths, allowing the hiker to get from any one
point to another.
It retrieves the old historic roads between the villages
to reach many small places.
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GARROTXA

Garrotxa

The network offers many different hikes depending
on the time or difficulty and you interest over nature,
architecture or culture.
Each route that we propose is just a little taste of
an extensive network of trails that you can walk to
discover the Ripollès, Garrotxa and Alt Empordà
counties.

THE SIGNS
all the trails of the network are marked regularly over
the paths with horizontal painted yellow signs.

PATH’S
MARKS
(3X10cm)

TURN LEFT / RIGHT

WRONG
PATH

The marks are places approximately every 300 metres
painted on tree’s bark, stones or using and other
medium already deployed in the area. In the cross
roads you will find signposts indicating the nearest
four villages in each direction with time information
(a maximum of 6 hours).
In the same village or town appears more than once
on different signs of the same signpost, you will need
to read the description below the town. If there is
no description below the place name then you are
looking at the shortest route to the town or village.
If the indication says “Per...” (l.e via) it means that this
is a longer alternative route to get to the same place.
Each signpost has a small plaque that shows the
name of the place where it is located, the altitude
and the UTM coordinates.
You will find information boards with a map of the county’s trails
in every village or city integrating the network.

ACROSS THE
COLLSACABRA
PLATEAU
+INFO:
www.itinerannia.net
www.turismegarrotxa.com

FOLLOWING THE
PAVED ROYAL ROAD
FROM VIC TO OLOT
Moderate

4h.

ACROSS THE
COLLSACABRA
PLATEAU

The starting point of this route is the car park at the entrance to
the village of Hostalets d’en Bas.
At the end of Carrer Teixeda, turn left and pick up the first yellow
marks that, along with the signposts, will guide you on this
walk. After 100 m, you come to the Itinerrània signpost G65
Hostalets d’en Bas, where you should continue straight on
towards ‘Joanetes (pel Grau)’ along the road. Ignore the righthand turns along the Saint James’ Way towards CantonigrosVic and another to the farm of El Bertran. Cross a stream and
immediately afterwards, turn right alongside a field following the
yellow Itinerànnia paint marks. You reach an old mill, Molí Vell,
where you will find the first information panel about this Royal
Road, which was once an essential part of the communication
network between Olot and Vic.

FOLLOWING THE PAVED
ROYAL ROAD FROM
VIC TO OLOT

At the foot of the mountain, turn right up a track that starts to
climb quite steeply into the forest. Once you reach El Pixador dels
Matxos you will begin to note the first traces of the old paved
trail. Once at La Font de les Marrades, you enter into the beech
forest along one of the best-preserved parts of the King’s Way.
Past this natural spring, the trail winds up its steepest section via
zigzag bends buttressed by well-appointed stone walls.

ITINERÀNNIA NETWORK
ROUTE
ROAD-TRAIL
RIVER
TOURIST SERVICES
(See website)
VERTICAL SIGNPOSTS
OF THE NETWORK

You come to a sign that points to La Mina dels Bandolers (10
minutes there and back), a favourite hiding place for the local
highwaymen who preyed on the travellers on the Royal Road:
to visit, leave the yellow marks and head along a narrow path to
a large cleft in the rock that gives excellent views over the Royal
Road; return to the main trail along the same path.

ROUTE SPECIFIC
INFORMATION

Continue following the yellow marks and, as you end the climb and
reach the plateau of Collsacabra, the old Hostal del Grau appears
on your right. Pass through a wooden gate, circumnavigate a field
and pass through another gate. Here, cross over a track and follow
a path down to another track where you will find the Itinerànnia
signpost G68 Hostal del Grau. Here, turn left towards ‘Sant Feliu
de Pallerols’ and continue along another section of paved trail
to the old bridge of L’Hostalot. Cross the river by the bridge and
soon you reach the road with an information panel explaining the
history of the medieval bridge of L’Hostalot.

Time: 4h
Distance: 11,3 kms
Max. height: 951 m
Min. height: 488 m
Difficulty: Moderate
ACCUMULATIVE SLOPE

Total climb: 545 m
Total descent: 545 m
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This route follows part of the old ‘Royal Road’, a medieval trail joining
these two cities that was probably paved to be able to transport
timber to Barcelona to construct a fleet for the king.
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Retrace your steps back to signpost G68 Hostal del Grau, where
you should turn left towards ‘Hostalets d’en Bas (per Falgars)’.
Continue through a leafy forest until reach an area of pastures
with a number of impressive oaks. From here, the yellow paint
marks take you up to the road. Turn right and head on to and then
past the hamlet of Falgars d’en Bas to the Itinerànnia signpost
G66 Pla de Falgars. From here, follow the sign to ‘Hostalets d’en
Bas 1h’, at first along a concrete track and then along a path that
drops steeply into the woods and down to Hostalets d’en Bas.
Be sure to follow the yellow Itinerànnia marks on this steep
downhill section back to Els Hostalets d’en Bas.

